receive a merit badge for studying, playing, and teaching this classic medieval board game.

26. Dr. Saugrain’s _____ ledgers are considered historically significant for what they indicate about social life in early St. Louis and Missouri.

29. Every Church should have a first ____ kit available for emergencies.

30. It seems very hot here or ____ just me? (2 wds.)

32. Slangy thanks, esp. in Britain.

33. A top is made to ____.


35. Among Dr. Saugrain’s ____ were Auguste Chouteau, founder of St. Louis, and Gen. William Clark and Gov. Meriwether Lewis of Lewis and Clark fame.

36. Radio announcer Paul Douglas in 1942 described Glenn Miller’s new 1.2 million selling song “Chattanooga Choo Choo” as being “gold, ____ gold.” Thereafter framed golden records, literally and figuratively, were ascribed to really big hits.

49. The ____ Awards recognize excellence in live Broadway theater.

50. Short for the surgery place in a hospital.

51. Town in Lewis Co. in our diocese, home of one of the 12 St. Joseph parishes in our diocese.

53. “Though faith is above ____ there can never be any real discrepancy between them.” —Catechism of the Catholic Church, #159

58. “Your Father knows what you ____ before you ask Him.” (Matthew 6:8)

59. The ledgers of this ____ are now kept in the State Historical Society in Columbia, Mo.

___ Gold.” Thereafter songs were ascribed to really big hits.

1. In 1799, Antoine Saugrain, chemist and surgeon, was the first and only practicing ____ west of the Mississippi.

6. In medicine, letters for artificial intelligence.

7. Gov’t. agency overseeing health treatments.

8. In 1944, a WW II Liberty ship, the SS Antoine Saugrain, was named in the doctor’s ____.

9. “Jesus Christ needed ____ help from us in saving us.” —Treatise on St. John by St. Augustine, 354-430 A.D.

10. “___ the lonely.” —1961 song by Roy Orbison.

11. Abbr. for retired.

12. Letters for artificial intelligence.

13. In 1809, Dr. Saugrain was the first doctor west of the Mississippi to vaccinate against smallpox, and, notably for the time, regardless of ability to pay.

14. Site of Jesus’s wedding miracle.

15. Companion for neither.

16. “Two are better than ____.” (Ecclesiastes 4:9).

17. Yo-Yo ____; child prodigy; Chinese-Am. world famous cellist.

18. Bone.

19. A top is made to ____.

20. An off-road vehicle must have a Statutory Off Road Notification (____) to prevent taxes and insuring it.

21. Dr. Saugrain provided ____ help from us in saving us.” —Treatise on St. John by St. Augustine, 354-430 A.D.

22. ____ Gov.; abbr. for Lieutenant Governor, the second position in State government.

23. A Mo. Boy Scout leader was instrumental in getting the Scouts to adopt ____ as a merit badge activity. Five Boy Scouts from Troop 76 in Loose Creek, Mo. were among the first in the nation to
**Law.**

31. Drunkard.

34. “Mediator ____” is the groundbreaking papal encyclical by Pope Pius XII which already in 1947 encouraged a more active participation and role for the laity in the liturgy.

35. ___ & ___; communications giant.

36. “A plaintive song of David which ____ to the Lord,” —Psalm 7:1 (2 wds.).

39. The longest recorded time on ___ stick is 20 hrs. and 13 mins. doing 206,864 bounces, achieved in California in July of 2011 (2 wds.).

40. Peter of Neverland.

43. Dr. Saugrain ____ in 1820, one yr. before Mo. became a State.

45. One of two cities frequently mentioned representing gentile territory (Matthew 15:21).

46. Saugrain's ledgers later turned up in Sedalia, Mo. where his ____ had moved.

47. Product of a mine.

48. In texting, letters for don't worry.

49. Letters for Tri-National, Inc., based in Earth City, Mo. (St. Louis), advertises truck transport connecting Canada & Mexico through the U.S. central corridor.

52. Short for Internet Protocol; every computer is assigned an ____ address to connect to the internet.

54. Abbr. for electrical engineering.

55. This State has the highest point in the Ozark mountains (abbr.).

56. Yes for Pablo.

57. Prefix for set or to.